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Lifting everyday places out of the ordinary

Architecture
Masterplanning
Urban Design 
Property Development
Community engagement
Research 
Branding & Wayfinding
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2019 in numbers 2,561
homes built

5,526
homes under construction

Planning permission for

1,243 homes
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Virido, Clay Farm, Cambridge

 −  Zero Carbon on site (code for sustainable homes code 5)

 −  208 homes + mixed use (retail/community centre), complete 2016-17

 −  50% affordable rent / 50% private – Cambridge City Council and Hill 

 −   LEAN: Enhanced fabric (passivhaus spec. with SIPS but did not achieve PH airtightness 
or thermal bridging so not certified PH)

 −  CLEAN = Gas CHP district heating

 −  GREEN = Photovoltaic solar panels to make up to 100% reduction regulated energy.
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Detail



Projects Research

available at www.ribabookshops.comwww.designedtoperform.co.uk





Research Building for 2050



Building for 2050

 −   BEIS funded research to investigate the attitudes, challenges, barriers and opportunities 
to low cost low carbon new building housing in England & Wales

 −   Encompasses literature review, case studies of low carbon developments, and wider 
stakeholder engagement

 −   Combines design review, site observations, interviews, post completion testing, and 
monitoring of energy and environmental conditions 

 −  Delivered by an AECOM-led consortium

 −  AECOM (technical and social research)
 −  Pollard Thomas Edwards (technical and comms)
 −  Fourwalls
 −  Delta-ee

 −  Recommendations expected in 2020/21



Project Objectives

1. Understanding the context What is the effect of current policies on low cost, low carbon 
housing (regional and national)? What is the current market for low cost, low carbon 
housing? 

2. Understanding the drivers and barriers What are the drivers, barriers, attitudes and 
challenges identified through case studies and wider stakeholder engagement?

3. Understanding occupant experience What are residents’ desires and expectations of 
low cost, low carbon developments, and what has been delivered in practice. 

4. The role of technology How easily the performance can be maintained to be fit for 
2050? What is the potential for technology to drive efficiency improvements across the 
housing sector and to impact on the energy supply sector? 

5. Improving build quality What are the factors with the greatest impact on both the build 
quality and the installation and operation of novel energy systems?

6. Addressing the performance gap How significant is the performance gap between the 
predicted energy performance and measured performance at the selected low cost, low 
carbon schemes and what could be done to address it?

7. Accelerating change What is needed to accelerate large-scale construction and uptake 
of low cost, low carbon housing?



Case Study Review practical implication through the build process

For the case studies:

 −   Undertake design review: which features make them low carbon?

 −  Carry out site interviews: a sample those involved in the low carbon aspects

 −   Site observations during construction: review work stages and aspects that contribute to the 
low cost performance

 −  Post-construction fabric and services performance Testing (2 homes per development)

 −    Monitor energy and environmental performance and occupancy behaviour (10 homes per 
development)



Cost and energy performance of LOW CARBON housing

 −   Monitor energy and environmental performance and occupancy behaviour (10 homes per development)

 −   Gather occupant views across developments on key aspects of living in low carbon housing

 −  Synthesis

 −Technical and social research findings
 −  Initial barriers & challenges – have they been overcome?
 −  Have the identified benefits been realised?
 −  Recommend good practice and identify future development needs

 −  Develop a set of strategic industry recommendations 

 −  Ongoing dissemination with final report and film in 2020/21



Case Study Active Homes in Neath, South Wales

16 social rent homes by housing association Pobl Group. They are designed as “Active Homes” or mini power stations using battery technology,  TSCs and air 
source heat pumps and integrated solar PV to generate around 80% of the energy they consume and slash tenants’ energy bills by at least 50%. 

Image: Pentan Architects



Case Study Active Homes in Neath, South Wales

Site progress: September 2019 



Case Study Active Homes in Neath, South Wales

Key Design Principles: 
 
1.  Conserve 
  Fabric first, based on passivhaus

2.  Generate 
  Transpired Solar Collectors (TSCs) and  
  Integrated PV panels

3.  Store 
  Battery storage of electricity

4.  Release 
   Stored electricity used in home and 

sold back to Grid

Image: Specific / Active Building Centre



Case Study ETOPIA Homes, Corby 

A scheme of 47 modular homes that are equipped with energy saving technology:  PVT (combined solar photovoltaic and thermal panel) 
heat pump, inter-seasonal storage and smart home equipment - to deliver a net zero carbon standard on site

Images: Staniforth Architects



Case Study ETOPIA Homes, Corby 

Steel frame panellsied construction to BPS7014, the new BRE certification scheme.   

Images: Electric Corby



Case Study ETOPIA Homes, Corby 

Design Principles:

– Net zero energy homes

– Fabric first + renewable heat and power

– Solar cladding

– Earth store heat pump heating and cooling

– Smart home system 

Image: Caplin Solar / Glendate Ecohomes



Case Study K1 Co-housing, Marmalade Lane, Cambridge

42 custom build homes.  Marmalade Lane has been designed with a fabric first approach delivered with offsite manufactured panels combined with heat 
pumps to supply heating and hot water.

Image: Mole



Case Study K1 Co-housing, Marmalade Lane, Cambridge

Closed panel timber frame with windows and plasterboard installed in factory. 
CLT construction for apartments.

Images: Mole and David Butler



Case Study K1 Co-housing, Marmalade Lane, Cambridge

Design Principles:

–  No gas

–  Air source heat pumps for each house, and 
communal heat pump for flats

–  Fabric First : max. 35 kwh/m2/yr heat demand

–  Solar orientation, form, fabric (detailing)

–  Offsite panellised timber construction

Recessed entrance detail 
Drawing by Mole architects



Case Study Tallack Road, Leyton

50 new affordable and private flats and houses. The development is the first to use a large scale communal Air Source Heat Pump feeding an ambient temperature heat 
network and individual heat pumps, together with solar photovoltaic panels to provide a predicted 57% reduction in carbon emissions (part L 2013) on site.

Images: Galliard Homes /Osel Architects



Case Study Tallack Road, Leyton

Traditional masonry construction 
Part L standard fabric targets

Images: Galliard Homes /Osel Architects



Case Study Tallack Road, Leyton

Low temperature heat network (15-25 degrees) 
Zeroth heat pump and hot water cylinder in each flat

Images: Glen Dimplex



Building for 2050

 −   Analysis of data in 2020:  Completion of site observations, 100+ stakeholder interviews, 
residents feedback, post completion testing, energy and environmental monitoring.  

 −  Looking for wider industry stakeholders and case studies 

 −  Finding and recommendations expected in 2021



Thank You, any questions?

More info:
www.buildingfor2050.co.uk

@dollardtom
@ptearchitects
@Buildingfor2050


